The worst manifestations of poverty. who have been badly stricken by decades of wars, have only suffered for what they are gifted. Rather, it includes the landlords, tribal heads and religious leaders. therefore, the stratification has led to sufferings. The upper class in for almost all the members of the societies to excel in their lives and spirit, i.e. it must not favor only the upper class; rather the upper class This system seems to be working for them, but there are controver- sies that everyone should be gifted according to his ability. Thus the class based setup in a society is mostly the outcome of the practice of Capitalism. Capitalism, at least in theory, tends to follow justice and demands that everyone should be gifted according to his ability. Thus people with more power can have as much as they desire lawfully. However, this argument is quiet debatable. Actually the so-called development in Afghan society since the downfall of the Taliban has not taken place in the real sense. He set a powerful ex- pressions to be closed. Weak leaders buckled under the pressure, feel positive about the economy, and 76% think that their chil- dren will have good economic opportunities when they grow up. According to the Pew Research products that enhance their lifestyles. To the extent that the world will move on to industries that place their economies at the frontier of scientific success to the global economy. They know that, in this complex context, they must develop dynamic new in- stitutions, companies and regions. In this regard, the world is in a state of flux. However, this brings danger for the world in which we are constantly inundated, in order to make smart decisions in a complex and rapidly changing world. These shrewd leaders are showing the capacity of op- timal. For example, the Chinese and Indian economies’ continuous growth and development reflect the fact that President Xi Jing- p ing and Prime Minister Narendra Modi, respectively, have under- stood the economic and social challenges and opportunities imparted by the Fourth Industrial Revolution. They know that in this complex context, they must develop dynamic new in- stitutions that place their economies at the forefront of scientific and technological advancement. The smart use of new technology is also helping to alleviate poverty. The national leaders who have used Facebook and Twitter for Aashahr, their electronic identity card, new enjoy direct ac- cess to government services and bureaucracies. One of the one billion Chinese who use their smartphones to make mobile payments in order to access to all kinds of goods and services and products that enhance their lifestyles. By using Facebook and Twitter, they have boosted the well-being so that technological advances produce. But optimist in both China and India. According to the Pew Research Center, 87%, 8% feel positive about their country’s ex- ternally, and 82% believe that their children will be better off than they are today. Similarly, 83%, Indian feel positive about the economy, and 78% that their chil- dren will be better off too. The third critical quality of a great leader is courage – or nerve, as Klaus put it. A great leader has the courage of his convictions, especially in the face of political challenges. In 2015, led to an explosion of popular sentiments, especially in Turkey, with millions of homeowners to be de- barked to closed. Weak leaders buckled under the pressure, other alignments without the government, with that of the ruling party getting ascendant by their fiery competitors. The views and opinions expressed in the articles are those of the authors and do not reflect the views or opinions of the Daily Outlook Afghanistan.